
Course of Economic Activity

In the spring of 1975 the economy began to recover from the deepest
and most protracted of the six recessions since World War II. Real
GNP rose modestly in the second quarter, led by a recovery in con-
sumer purchases. During the summer it rose with increasing vigor
as inventory liquidation moderated and consumer outlays responded
to the massive fiscal stimulus provided by the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975. In the fourth quarter the pace of the recovery slowed con-
siderably as the initial thrust from the inventory adjustment process
waned.

By the end of the year real GNP had risen 5 per cent above its
first-quarter low. But because of the sharpness of the earlier contrac-
tion, real output was still some 2 per cent short of its 1973 high and
much below the economy's potential capacity. Similarly, industrial
production at the year-end was still 6 per cent below its previous
high. By January 1976 the unemployment rate had declined by more
than 1 percentage point from its 1975 spring peak, but 7.3 million
persons, representing 7.8 per cent of the labor force, remained un-
employed. Clearly the recovery had a considerable way to go to at-
tain satisfactory levels of employment and capital utilization.
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NOTE.—Dept. of Commerce data.
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There was also a need to reduce the still high rate of inflation. In
late 1975 price indexes were advancing at an annual rate of around
7 per cent. This was far below the 12 per cent rate of a year earlier,
but still unsatisfactory from the standpoint of equity, economic per-
formance, and consumer and business confidence.

NATURE OF THE RECESSION

Many aspects of the economic upturn in 1975 had been shaped by
the recession that preceded it. The economic downturn that began
in late 1973 developed rather slowly at first, as a high rate of in-
ventory accumulation continued despite a steady weakening in final
sales. The contraction steepened in the last quarter of 1974 when
real consumer purchases dropped abruptly and businesses—becoming
fully aware of the weakness of final demands—began to cut orders
sharply. Industrial production fell 12.5 per cent from September
1974 to April 1975. The cutback of economic activity was mani-
fested in a major increase in unemployment from 5.6 per cent
of the labor force in the third quarter of 1974 to 8.9 per cent in
May 1975.

While many developments were involved in this broad-based eco-
nomic setback, the extraordinary inflation of 1973-74 was a funda-
mental factor. For the consumer sector, the price inflation led to
increased uncertainty about the ability to meet spending commitments
and to a reluctance to undertake discretionary purchases. Strongly
reinforcing this tendency was a deterioration in the real wealth posi-
tions of consumers as the purchasing power of fixed-dollar-value
assets and stock market holdings dropped sharply. While there were
partially offsetting increases in the value of real estate, it is unlikely
that such capital gains, which are usually unrealized, have so prompt
an influence on spending decisions as changes in the real value of
liquid financial asset holdings.

In addition to the reduced value of dollar assets, real consumer
incomes shrank after 1973 as disposable income failed to keep pace
with price increases. One major factor that caused growth of pur-
chasing power to lag was the quadrupled prices for foreign oil, which
had the effect of transferring income to foreign recipients. Another
was rapidly rising effective tax rates, as increases in nominal incomes
pushed consumers into higher tax brackets and diluted the value of
their tax exemptions and deductions.
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The position of new borrowers also became much more difficult
in the environment of inflation, as nominal interest rates rose to
unprecedented heights. This accentuated problems of cash flow and
impeded credit extensions to areas such as home mortgages that are
affected by interest rate ceilings.

Although businesses at first did not cut back their spending in
reaction to inflation, the eventual decline in capital spending and in
inventories was particularly sharp. One effect of the intense price
increases in 1973-74 was to mask the underlying weakness in sales
and profits. Reported profits were inflated because inventories were
being sold at prices that exceeded original acquisition costs and because
capital was being depreciated on the basis of lower original cost rather
than the higher, current replacement cost. But these profits were not
available to firms because they were being used to replenish inventories
and equipment; and in addition, funds were needed to pay the taxes
due on these profits.

These illusory accounting profits, combined with inflationary ex-
pectations and fears of shortages—whether the result of price controls
or other developments—led to a predisposition for intensive stock-
piling of commodities. As a result, by the summer of 1974 the ratio

GNP and final sales
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1,200
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Dept. of Commerce data at seasonally adjusted annual rates.
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of inventories to sales had risen to the highest point for any business
cycle expansion since 1957.

In the fall of 1974, however, when real final sales dropped sharply,
businesses abruptly reduced their inventory targets. Despite big cuts
in orders and production during the fourth quarter, final sales dropped
even more swiftly than shipments, and inventories soared. This
caused further cutbacks in orders and led during the first half of
1975 to the largest inventory liquidation, relative to GNP, since
the 1940's.

THE UPTURN

The economic upturn in 1975 was set in motion by a recovery in final
sales and by progress in removing imbalances between production
and sales as the inventory cycle proceeded. Various developments
encouraged the recovery of final sales in the second quarter, and
these in turn affected inventory policies. Of major importance to the
improvement in consumer outlays was the decline in rates of inflation
during the winter of 1975 in conjunction with gains in income.
During this period consumers reacted quickly to price concessions
on a number of products, particularly to the price rebates offered by
auto manufacturers in late January. As a result, consumer purchases
rose strongly.

Monetary policy also helped to set the stage for an upturn, by
creating conditions in which both the financial and nonfinancial sectors
could improve their liquidity positions. The easier credit conditions that
resulted began to affect the housing market, for example, even while
recessionary forces were still spreading. New mortgage loan commit-
ments at savings and loan associations turned up in November 1974.
By early 1975, sales of new and existing single-family homes were also
increasing, and the backlog of unsold new homes had started to decline.
During the spring, sales of new homes increased further as the tem-
porary tax credit for unsold new homes went into effect. Residential
building activity also began its recovery at that time, albeit from a
very low level.

Fiscal policy likewise had a positive influence even before passage
of the Tax Reduction Act in late March. Apart from the cyclical
downward response in tax liabilities, there was a quick expansion in
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Income-maintenance payments—such as regular and newly expanded
unemployment insurance coverage and food stamp programs—as
well as in grants to- State and local governments for public service
employment and for aid to families with dependent children.

These programs increased incomes by about $12 billion (measured
at annual rates in constant dollars) between the third quarter of
1974 and the second quarter of 1975—a period in which real GNP
was declining by more than $40 billion. These figures indicate that
income-maintenance programs played a stronger role in cushioning
the downward momentum of consumption during the recent recession
than-in the-1957-58 recession. At that time income • offsets from
similar Federal payments were smaller, in part because some of the
programs now operative—such as food stamps—had not been devel-
oped.

The move to recovery also gained support because exports declined
only moderately while domestic inventory liquidation was sharply
curtailing U.S. imports, U.S. merchandise exports were... especially
strong in two areas—agricultural products, because of foreign grain
shortages, and capital equipment̂  because of the improvement of
our competitive position, in world markets, reflecting in part previous
devaluations in the relative foreign exchange value of the dollar.

Improvement in important areas of final demands hastened the
end of the massive liquidation of nonfarm business inventories that
had characterized the early months of 1975. Such liquidation reached
Its deepest point—a $30 billion annual rate—in the second quarter.
Then in the third and fourth quarters it proceeded at a much reduced
rate of $6 billion to $7 billion.

In general, the demand sectors that led the recovery during 1975
had also been the typical leaders in earlier postwar business cycles.
Although the sectors were the same—consumption, housing-and
inventories—there were differences in timing. Housing starts, for
example, turned up during the second quarter of 1975—somewhat
later than in earlier recoveries. As a result, the contribution of resi-
dential construction outlays was smaller in 1975 than is usual for the
initial recovery stage. On the other hand, the upward shift in inven-
tories, that occurred in the third quarter was larger relative to GNP
than in any other quarter since 1950—due in part to the sharpness of
the preceding decline.
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TAX REDUCTION ACT OF 1975

The factors described above were sufficient to impart an upward
thrust to the economy during the second quarter of 1975, when real
GNP rose 3.3 per cent and real final sales rose 3.8 per cent, both at
annual rates. This initial rise and the subsequent enormously acceler-
ated third-quarter rate of expansion—12 per cent for real GNP and
4.7 per cent for final sales—were reinforced by the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975, passed in late March. That act provided among other
things for (1) tax cuts in personal withholding rates and some corpo-
rate rates; (2) a larger investment tax credit, as well as tax credits
on purchases of unsold new homes; and (3) one-time tax rebates
(up to $200) on 1974 individual income taxes, plus special payments
of $50 each to the recipients of Federal social insurance benefits and
their dependents.

More than half of this package—or about $12 billion—represented
normal tax cuts that affected regular paychecks and profits statements
throughout the rest of the year. But the remainder involved nearly
$10 billion of one-time payments, most of which were mailed in May
and June. In addition, as a result of legislation enacted in 1973, social
security recipients received a permanent increase in benefits, which
took the form of an 8 per cent cost-of-living adjustment at the begin-
ning of July.

The specific effects of large, one-shot injections into the private
spending stream are difficult to estimate. Past studies of the consump-
tion effects of sizable transitory income receipts suggest that non-
recurring receipts are saved to a larger extent than ordinary income.
Nevertheless, they appear to lift consumption somewhat, and they

2. Real consumer expenditures

Growth,

Period

1974—Year...

1975—Ql....
Q2. . . .

$ : : : :

in per cent

Durable goods

-6.9

4.3
10.0
23.6
11.1

Nondurable goods

-2.1

2.6
8.4
1.4
3.6

Services

2.6

.3
3.9

.5
2.4

NOTE.—Quarterly data shown at annual rates.
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substantially shift the timing of outlays for durable goods toward the
period in which the nonrecurring funds are received.

At the time when the one-time Federal payments were made in
the spring of 1975, saving did increase markedly. However, the
data suggest that a significant portion was soon invested in consumer
durable goods. As Table 2 indicates, there was a bulge in purchases
of such goods during the second and third quarters, and there was
also some acceleration in expenditures for nondurable goods and
services.

CONTINUING RECOVERY

The Tax Reduction Act thus contributed significantly to the spec-
tacular economic growth attained in the third quarter. Taking the
second and third quarters together, real personal consumption expen-
ditures rose at a 5.1 per cent annual rate—the largest increase since
early 1973. These larger-than-expected sales to consumers helped to
clear the shelves of excess inventories in a number of lines, and in
this way encouraged the pick-up in production that developed during
the summer.

Much of the economic stimulus that stemmed from the slowing
of inventory liquidation was concentrated during the third quarter,
when tax rebates and special social security payments also were
exerting the bulk of their direct impact on sales. By fall retail sales
were growing more slowly again, and the rates of expansion in
industrial production and employment moderated considerably. As
a result, growth in real GNP slackened to a 5.0 per cent rate during
the fourth quarter. However, both retail sales and industrial produc-
tion grew more rapidly again toward year-end—leading to substantial
increases in employment and personal income at the close of 1975
and in early 1976.

In this environment, with retail inventories on the lean side and
the reduction in income tax rates extended through June, the outlook
early in 1976 seemed favorable to sustained growth in private
demands. In addition to consumption and inventories, prospects for
residential construction were improved. Although business fixed
investment had lagged behind other major categories of spending in
the recovery up to that point, capacity utilization rates were on the rise
and corporate profits were moving up strongly. This situation, similar
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to that in the early stages of other recoveries, suggested the probabil-
ity of a strengthening in capital outlays as the year progressed.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS BY SECTOR

Developments in certain types of activity were of special significance
to the behavior of the economy in 1975, and for that reason they
deserve further discussion.

Inventories and industrial production

Inventories and production of nondurable goods showed substantially
wider swings during 1975 than in earlier cyclical periods. There had
been an unusually large bulid-up in such stocks through mid-1974,
in anticipation of shortages, price increases, and rising sales. By
the third quarter of 1974, it became evident that underlying demands
were weakening; consequently, businessmen began to trim their
stocks of nondurable goods—particularly in the trade sector. But
during the fourth quarter, with consumer demand collapsing, inven-
tories rose sharply relative to sales. Thereafter, stocks were sharply
reduced both at nondurable manufacturers and in the trade sector.

Industrial production
1967-100

Nondurable manufacturing

130

120

110

1972 1973 1974 1975
F.R. data, seasonally adjusted.
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The large liquidation of nondurable goods inventories was a
unique feature of the recent recession. Typically, movements in
durable goods dominate the inventory cycle; producers of such goods
—since they-hold-much of their inventory-as work-in-process—-are
slower to adjust output to changes in sales patterns. The unusually
large adjustment in nondurable stocks during the recent recession
resulted from the greater-than-normal build-up in such stocks and
the subsequent sharp decline in final demand. A downward shift in
price expectations also played a role.

By the late spring and early summer of .1975 the correction in
nondurable goods inventories was tapering off and production of
such goods began to improve. Final demands were increasing, and in
fact there were indications that the reduction of stocks during the
first half had been excessive. By December production of nondur-
able consumer goods had regained its cyclical peak and was about 10
per cent above the cyclical trough; meanwhile, output of nondurable
materials had risen by almost 20 per cent.

As for durable goods, production dropped 16 per cent during the
fall and winter of 1974-75, compared with a drop of 20 per cent
during the 1957-58 recession. A substantial part of the 1974-75 cut-
back was concentrated in the automobile industry. To bring rising
stocks of unsold automobiles under control, assemblies were reduced
by- 40 -per- cent between October 1974 and February 1975. 'These
actions and the pick-up in auto sales early in 1975 resulted in a huge
decline in auto inventories over the first 6 months of 1975. Inven-
tories of other durable goods also contracted, as output in these
industries remained low and final demands were met to a significant
extent from inventories. During the second half of the year, durable
goods producers continued to reduce their stocks.

The recovery in durable goods production has been somewhat
slower than the average for other postwar cycles—although in the
case of autos, assemblies had risen by 70 per cent from February to
December. Some of this hesitation was due to the still cloudy outlook
for business equipment production at year-end; and some reflected
the caution that still prevailed toward holding excessive inventories for
both durable and nondurable goods.

As the year dosed, holdings of nondurable goods inventories were
quite thin relative to sales, but firms were still wary about adding to
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stocks. Inventories of nonautomotive durable goods held by retail-
ers also were moderate relative to sales; but those held by manufac-
turers were still relatively high. For all inventories combined, the
ratio to monthly sales declined from 1.67 in December 1974 to 1.51 a
year later. Thus, the stage seemed to be set for a substantial further
shift to accumulation of inventories during 1976 if, as expected, real
final demands continue to strengthen.

Disposable income and consumption

The consumer sector endured a far greater and more prolonged ad-
justment in the recent recession than in previous declines, largely
because of the effects of continued inflation on real income. Rising
prices not only reduced the purchasing power of incomes, but also
had an adverse, indirect effect on disposable incomes via the progres-
sive income tax structure. Rapid increases in nominal personal in-
comes during 1974 moved many workers into higher tax brackets.

Disposable income and saving
Net change, billions of dollars

Disposable income
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Saving rate
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Dept. of Commerce data, seasonally adjusted.
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Between the last quarter of 1973 and the first quarter of 1975 Fed-
eral .and State and, local personal taxes, .rose at a.. $21 billion rate.
Social security insurance payments increased another $6 billion dur-
ing the same period.

This experience contrasted with that in the 1957 recession, when
personal income. taxes and social security payments, taken together,
had declined by more than $1 billion. Only a part of the recent
decline in real take-home pay was offset by the substantial rise in. trans-
fer payments, Putting these various elements together, real disposable
incomes declined by about 4 per cent between the fourth quarter of
1973 and the irst quarter of 1975. Over the remaining three quarters
of 1975, however, a gain of about 4.25 per cent restored the aggregate
level of incomes—although on a per capita basis purchasing power
remained below the prerecession high.

The increase in real" disposable income during the last three'quar-
ters of 1975 was a function, of increases in wages and salaries and
in farm proprietors' income, larger transfer payments, a reduction in
the--rate -of--price advances,- and -the tax cuts made in-the spring.
Effective Federal withholding tax rates declined from about 16 per
cent in early 1975 to 14.5 per cent by summer. In contrast to the
many .elements contributing, to the recent rise in disposable - income,
only one—growth in wages and salaries—had accounted for the in-
crease in disposable personal income during the first three quarters
following the 1958 trough.

Throughout 1975 the personal saving rate remained high, averag-
ing about 8.3 per cent for the year. This rate was about 1 per-
centage point -above the average for the preceding 5 years, and as
much as 2 percentage points above that for the preceding 15 years.
The upward shift reflected in part efforts to stem the erosion in the
real volume of financial assets—which was being caused by inflation—
and to cope with the greatly increased uncertainty about economic
developments.

The uneven pattern of income growth also had some effect in rais-
ing the saving' rate in 1975. Generally, large increases in income
such as those stemming from the Tax Reduction Act initially induce
a rise in the level of saving. Thus the unusually large gain in dis-
posable income in the spring caused the saving rate to jump-from-7.2
per cent in the Irst quarter to 9.9 per cent in the second. In the next
two quarters the rate receded to around 8 per cent.
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Consumer spending
Percentage change, annual rate

n
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Based on Dept. of Commerce data, seasonally adjusted.

Most analysts expect the saving rate to drift downward as con-
sumers regain confidence in their job security, add to their wealth,
and anticipate more moderate rates of inflation. However, opportu-
nities that have recently become available for tax-deferred saving in
retirement funds could exert some small influence in the opposite
direction over a number of years.

Consumer expenditures, in real terms, started to recover from a
depressed level as early as the first quarter of 1975, increased rapidly
in the second quarter, and recovered further during the remainder
of the year. All major categories of consumption—durable goods,
nondurable goods, and services—increased in constant dollars dur-
ing each quarter of the year.

A notable turning point was the advance of durable goods in the first
quarter, slightly ahead of the trough in economic activity. Responding
to manufacturers' rebates—particularly on small cars, which had been
over-stocked—sales of U.S.-made autos picked up from a deeply de-
pressed 6.0 million-unit rate at the end of 1974 to a 7.2 million-unit
annual rate in February 1975. This increase, however, represented
largely borrowed demand, and sales slipped back after manufacturers
in general had withdrawn their offers of rebates. Hence auto sales on
the average were lower in the second quarter than in the first despite
the large tax stimulus in the spring.

As inflationary fears gradually moderated, there appeared to be
an improvement in the consumer outlook, judging by various attitudi-
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nal surveys. Sales of U.S.-made antes picked up again and reached
an 8 million annual rate in the last quarter of 1975. However, sales
of imported cars slowed dramatically from a 1,7 million-unit annual
rate in the first quarter to a 1.3 million rate in the fourth, relecting
intense competition, from domestically produced cars as well as periods
of inventory shortages at foreign car dealers.

Unlike demand for autos, real expenditures for furniture and ap-
pliances and for nondurable goods responded almost immediately
in the spring to the strengthening of the economy and to the tax re-
ductions. Real outlays for furniture and appliances.. rose about.. 4
per cent in the second quarter, and real spending for nondurable
goods also rose in that period. For the year as a whole, Increases in
real buying of food and apparel were the main factors that caused total
purchases of nondurable goods, to expand.

Higher real outlays for services, including utilities, also con-
tributed, somewhat, to the ..recovery—with spending in real terms up
almost 2 per cent from the last quarter of 1974 to the corresponding
period in 1975.

Housing

By the first quarter of 1975, private housing starts had-completed
the steepest and most protracted decline since World War II—to1 an
annual rate-of -1 • million,- from a peak annual rate of--2.4 ••million
units reached toward the end of 1972. During the remainder of 1975
they advanced -by nearly -40 per -cent from this low.

The rate of improvement in the production of new dwellings dur-
ing the last three quarters-of- 1975 was broadly similar to that in
other major cyclical recoveries during the postwar period. Even so, -
the seasonally adjusted annual rate of starts in the fourth quarter of
1975 was still running just short of 1.4 million units—below long-
run potential 'demand as estimated from projected household forma-
tions and net removals of existing dwellings.

Factory shipments of new mobile homes for domestic use also
showed some recovery as .1975 progressed and for the year as a
whole reached a total of 216,000 units. At that level, howeYer, such
shipments were no larger than they had been in the mid-1960's and
were some 60 per cent below their 1972 high.

While multiple-unit structures shared in the increase in housing
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Residential fixed investment '
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construction activity, this segment of the industry remained quite
depressed throughout 1975. Such starts totaled only 270,000 units—
the lowest number since the 1950's. The fact that there were so few
multifamily starts reflected the financial difficulties of builders of such
projects, the heavy volume of units still under construction when the
year began, continued weakness in consumer demands for condo-
miniums, and a general inability to achieve rent levels sufficient to
cover the rising costs of development and operations.

Single-family housing starts, on the other hand, totaled nearly 900,-
000 during the year. Such starts benefited not only from the relatively
smaller degree of overbuilding experienced during the earlier boom
but also from Federal Government programs designed to provide
below-market interest rates for some buyers. In addition, the new-
home market was stimulated to some extent by the availability of
special income tax rebates on purchases made before 1976 from
the overhang of dwellings held in builder inventories in the early
spring of 1975. Finally, the cost of home mortgage credit declined
somewhat during the year and loan availability improved, reflecting
very strong inflows of funds to thrift institutions during 1975.

As 1976 began, the number of dwelling units under construction
was still at the lowest level since 1971, suggesting the possibility that
support from residential construction investment to the general eco-
nomic upturn might be stronger and more sustained than usual for
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this stage of a recovery. In previous cyclical recoveries, when hous-
ing starts had clearly led the general upturn, the stimulus provided
by residential production had tended to fade after three quarters of
general recovery.

This time it seems more likely that the strength of residential con-
struction activity will be well sustained during 1976, since both de-
mand and financing conditions appear favorable. Although prices of
new single-family homes remain exceedingly high, some builders have
broadened the range of their markets by offering smaller homes at
lower prices. In the multifamily area, incentives to build appear to
be improving, as rental vacancies have declined substantially and
probably will remain low for some time, considering the fact that few
additional units have recently been under construction.

Business fixed investment

Capital outlays weakened sharply in the second half of 1974 and
continued to decline as the economic recovery got under way in the
second quarter of 1975. By the end of 1975, however, capital spend-
ing appeared to have bottomed out and was beginning to contribute
modestly to the recovery. For 1975 as a whole, capital outlays by busi-
ness were about unchanged in current dollars from 1974, but were down
almost 12 per cent in real terms. Following the pattern of the

Utilization and business investment

Capacity utilization

Manufacturing

1973 1975

Per cent Percentage change, annual rate

Plant and equipment expenditures

-.nateriiils 40

20

u -
1973 1975

Capacity utilization, F.R. data, seasonally adjusted. Plant and equipment expenditures,
Dept. of Commerce data; materials include the primary metals; stone, clay, and glass;
textiles; paper; chemicals; and petroleum industries.
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previous 4 years, spending was weaker for structures than for equip-
ment.

The cyclical reduction in real business fixed investment was some-
what larger in 1974-75 than in the 1957-58 downturn and was
much larger than in most previous postwar business cycles. More-
over, the timing of the upturn in such spending came a bit later
than usual. Real capital outlays did not begin to increase until late
1975 after having declined 17 per cent from their peak in the Irst quar-
ter of 1974. The level of capital outlays was affected not only by cyclical
developments—including some previous overbuilding of offices and
shopping centers—but also by dislocations ensuing from, the oil
embargo and by partially related interruptions in the investment
plans of electric utilities.

Because inal demands were sluggish, the manufacturing industry
as a whole operated at relatively low rates of capacity throughout
1975. Even though there were several developments that would
normally have had a favorable impact on investment—such as the
increased investment tax credit, a substantial recovery in corporate
profits, and moderating inlatioe in capital goods prices—firms were
continuing to be very cautious about adding to capacity as 1976
began.

As in the previous 2 years, plant and equipment expenditures in
1975 increased more in the manufacturing sector than in other in-
dustry groups. Much of the strength continued to be concentrated
among materials producers, where physical capacity was raised by
about 4 per cent, probably more than in most other industries. The
expanded investment outlays of such producers reflected both the
capacity constraints that had been evident before the recent reces-
sion and the need to comply with environmental regulations.

Utilization rates at durable goods producers remained at the de-
pressed level reached in mid-1975. During the year the auto, rubber,
and electrical machinery industries all reduced their investment spend-
ing. Outside of manufacturing, weakness was particularly evident in
electric utilities, where capital spending decreased in 1975 after having
maintained an average annual growth of 14 per cent from 1962 to
1974. Communications and commercial firms also cut back on capital
spending in 1975.

Evidence from such sources as the Commerce Department's year-
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end survey of plans for new plant and equipment expenditures In
1976 suggests that a vigorous recovery In business ixed investment
may not be forthcoming over the near term. Further evidence of
modest near-term prospects is provided by the year-end weakness
in such leading indicators as construction contracts and new orders
for capital goods. On the positive side, the rapid recovery in corpo-
rate profits is serving to ease substantially the liquidity problems that
had curtailed investment earlier, while the strengthening of market
demand will tend to encourage more optimistic evaluations of future
corporate needs. Financing conditions are also more favorable, particu-
larly in the stock markets where prices rose sharply in early 1976,

All of the surveys of investment intentions show that producers
of materials—especially of nondurable materials—should continue
to be a source of relative strength in 1976. Utilities are also planning
sizable increases in capital spending, in view of the recovery in demand,
the start that has been made in sorting out the problems of energy and
environmental impact, and the improvement in their Inancial positions.

Net exports

The value of U.S. net exports of goods and services in 1975—ex-
cluding Federal interest payments to foreigners—amounted to $21
billion, the largest on record. Early in the year net exports were a sub-
stantial factor helping to cushion the decline in domestic activity;
after midyear they continued at very high levels, although they
receded slightly from their second-quarter peak values. Most of the
increase in net exports occurred in merchandise trade iows5 which
were dominated by cyclical developments both at home and abroad.
Services accounts showed little net change during the year.

Mirroring the intense inventory liquidation of early 1975, the
volume of merchandise imports fell 20 per cent between the fourth
quarter of 1974 and the second quarter of 1975. With the sharp
domestic recovery in the latter half of the year? imports picked up
correspondingly.

Merchandise exports held up rather well in the face of reduced
economic activity abroad, to some extent because the declines abroad
were generally somewhat milder than those in the U.S. economy. In
part, the stability of exports was due to the high level of capital goods
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shipments (which tend to lag behind the normal cycle) and to the large
amounts of grain shipped to the Soviet Union late in the year. Also,
U.S. exports to oil exporting countries increased significantly for the
second year in a row. More generally, the relative improvement of U.S.
price competitiveness played a key role, reflecting the facts that the
dollar exchange rate had depreciated significantly since the early
1970's and that U.S. inflation rates, while high, were still lower than
the average for other industrial countries.

State and local governments

During the 5 years preceding 1975, real purchases of goods and
services by State and local governments had risen by about 3.5 per
cent annually and growth in employment had averaged 4 per cent.
In 1974 this rate of expansion slowed as budgets came under pres-
sure due to rising prices and the slower growth in receipts. The
"operational" budget (a budget measure that includes all State and
local government transactions except the net savings in social insur-
ance funds) moved from a moderate surplus in 1973 to a deficit in
1974.

Difficulties of these governments were accentuated in 1975 as
the recession caused a continued slowing of tax receipts, particularly
during the early part of the year. Moreover, as the financial problems
of New York City, of New York State agencies, and of some other

State and local government purchases of goods and services
Percentage change, annual rate
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Based on Dept. of Commerce data, seasonally adjusted.
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governmental units heightened the concern of investors, municipal
borrowing costs increased across the country.

The psychological effects of the "New York City crisis/5 along
with the more general fiscal pressures on State and local governments,
apparently caused many units to tighten their budgets. As a result,
after reco¥ery had begun in the spring of 1975, the growth of total real
purchases remained well below the pace during the comparable period
in the 1958 cyclical expansion.

Budgets for State and local government construction bore the
brunt of the cutback—as might be expected given the postponability
of these outlays and their sensitivity to credit conditions. Real spend-
ing for structures was down almost 6 per cent for the year, whereas
outlays for employee compensation registered a 10 per cent nominal
gain? and total employment grew by 5 per cent. The latter increase
was attributable in part to the addition of public employment workers
under Federal grant programs. These additions averaged about
310,000 for the year. Altogether, grants-in-aid from the Federal
Government rose 24 per cent in 1975 and provided major support to
State and local governments.

The operational deficit in the State and local sector, which had
emerged in 1974? worsened during the first quarter of 1975, but
then moved to- a modest surplus as spending cuts became effective and
receipts were stimulated by the economic recovery. This improvement
should carry over into 1976 and help to lessen the financial hardships
of these governments.

Federal Government

Federal Government purchases of goods and services—the part of
U.S. spending that appears directly in GNP—declined slightly in
real terms during 1975? continuing a trend that had begun after
1968, Military employment was down somewhat.

Federal fiscal actions affected the economic recovery chiefly
through the already mentioned Tax Reduction Act and the cyclical
expansion in transfer payments. Transfer payments were boosted
early in the year by extending the duration of unemployment benefits
to 65 weeks, by widening the coverage of unemployment insurance,
and by increasing the public employment program.
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Federal budget Surplus or deficit
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Calendar-year data, from 1976 Economic Report of the President, p. 55.

The Federal budget deficit (NIA basis) reached a peacetime
high annual rate of $102 billion in the second quarter of 1975,
when a substantial portion of the payments under the Tax Reduction
Act were made. For the year as a whole the deficit averaged about
$74 billion. Fiscal policy was considerably more stimulative in 1975
than in preceding years, as illustrated by the marked shift in the high-
employment budget, from a $25 billion surplus in 1974 to an $8 bil-
lion deficit in 1975.
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